PRECISE INNOVATION

Once again redefining standards of excellence, McBain offers the ZIII – the industry’s most robust and
ergonomic Z-axis focusing column for exact microscopy measurement.
The ZIII is the result of over two decades of know-how and experience. Its precision Z platform performance, low maintenance, and enduring round-the-clock versatility are the reasons our technology is the
industry’s finest...and most imitated.

UNPARALLELED
CRAFTSMANSHIP AND
FEATURES
• The ZIII is comprised of a
stress-relieved, precisionground casting.
• 9mm crossed-roller bearings
provide smooth, linear
motion for loads of up to 60
pounds (27kg).
• With six vertical inches of
travel to accommodate
oversized applications.
• Unlimited coarse and fine
focusing is realized through
the entire travel range.
• Linear encoders are mounted within the column
enclosure to minimize the
effects of exposure and
contamination. Encoded
resolutions to 2 microinches
(.05um) are available, with
standard measuring
accuracies of 100
microinches/inch
(2.5um/25mm).

UNSURPASSED
PERFORMANCE
The ZIII, ZII and Mini-Z offer
superb performance in both
micro and macro applications.
• Features a modular design
to accommodate all major
optical manufacturer
components.
• Interfaces with laser tracking
auto focus and confocal
attachments.

Sub-micron XY Positioning
Precision is the core of our business. With repeatable accuracies to microinches, our XY stages epitomize
the standards by which all others are measured.
• McBain stages are made from fully machined stress relieved precision ground materials.
• Our three-plate cross roller bearing design offers unsurpassed rigidity and stability.
One-knob Remote Convenience
Our Remote Focus Control is an ergonomic console that
furnishes greater operator comfort and efficiency.
• The console’s rotary knob directs coarse and
fine motions for both left and right
handed users.
• Conveniently located
pushbuttons trigger focusspecific speed ranges for
five levels of
magnification: 5X,
10X, 20X, 50X and 100X.
• A digital I/O port accesses
optional motorized turret
lens selection or computer
override of focus motions.
Retrofit Upgrades
The Remote Focus Control can be
installed on all existing major
manufacturer Z-type systems.

For over 36 years, McBain Instruments has designed and assembled dependable custom equipment for the industrial and biotechnology fields. Utilizing the latest advances
in optics, vision and motion control, McBain offers precision instruments that range
from simple ergonomically designed XYZ measurement systems to vision driven, fully
automated robotic assembly stations with multiple axes of motion.

UNIQUE CUSTOMERS DEMAND UNIQUE SOLUTIONS
McBain Instruments has designed and manufactured precision instruments for some of
the world’s finest organizations including: Hughes Aircraft, IBM, Raytheon, Hewlett
Packard, NASA, Boeing, Seagate, JPL, Intel, Hitachi, the University of California and
the U.S. Government. Each project has helped us further our reputation as a quality
custom solution provider.

STEP BY STEP CUSTOM SERVICES
No matter how large or small the task, our experienced professionals will work with
you from start to finish:
• An applications engineer determines how to help

We work with you to determine your exact needs.
• The customer is always involved

We provide images and detailed proposals following our initial meeting.
• Project initiation

Once we’ve received your order, the design process begins. An applications
engineer meets with a designer and materials planner to review all job details.
• McBain controls every phase of the project

In order to assure quality in the production process, all CAD/CAM designs are
fabricated in-house by our own machine shop and CNC professionals.
• Always an on-site assembly

We never subcontract assembly. Every unit is completed and tested at our facility to
assure the highest standards of quality.
• Service after the sale

Whatever the issue, our applications engineers are just a phone call, email, or plane
ride away.
No matter the application – in-process manufacturing, off-line inspection or R&D – the
McBain specialists will provide custom solutions for all of your measurement and
motion control needs.

Contact McBain today and learn how the ZIII and other
McBain products are revolutionizing precision technology.

